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Our Brief History	
1999: Subaru First Light 
2003-04: Discussion on “Japanese astronomy in 2010’s” 
    - cosmology / galaxies / AGN / milkyway / stars / planetary sys. 
    - “wide and deep” new quasar survey was specifically discussed 
    - “Subaru Wide-Field AGN Survey” (SWANS) kicked off 
2004-05: Applying 20 Subaru nights through “intensive program” 
    - 3 mag deeper than SDSS in g’r’i’z’ for 40 deg2 with SCam 
    - z~4-5 low-luminosity quasars  QLF, CCF, environment, etc. 
    - failed  
2006-11: JSPS “tokutei” grant for up-grating SCam  HSC 
    - main science driver of the HSC instrument team: cosmology (DE) 
    - Princeton and Taiwan joined 
    - discussion on “HSC legacy survey”, not only for cosmology 
    - various science groups (including SWANS) joined  
2009-12: Discussion on the legacy survey design  HSC-SSP 
    - for applying 300 Subaru nights (in 5 years) 
    - proposal submitted at the end of Oct. 2012 
    - complementary document (HSC white paper) also prepared 
    - SWANS annual meetings (Matsuyama, Sendai, Kyoto, Matsuyama) 
2012: HSC First Light 



What’s SSP (Subaru Strategic Program) ?	
DEFINITION: Opportunities for fully utilizing the unique capability 
of new powerful instruments on the Subaru Telescope to carry 
out a long-term survey program, which cannot be done by 
individual/group programs 

CONDITION: Maximum 300 nights for 5 years (max. 30 nights per 
semester), conducted in “All-Japan” style (plus international 
collaboators) 

Call for SSP: 
http://www.naoj.org/Science/SACM/Senryaku/senryakuwaku_koubo.html 

More details of SSP: 
http://www.naoj.org/Science/SACM/Senryaku/senryaku.html 



Previous (on-going) SSP Projects	
SEEDS 
   -- 1st SSP, using Hi-CIAO (PI: Tamura-san @NAOJ) 
   -- 120 nights, 2008-2012 
   -- for exploring exoplanets & planetary disks through AO obs 

FAST-SOUND 
   -- 2nd SSP, using FMOS (PI: Totani-san @KyotoTokyo) 
   -- 40 nights, 2012- 
   -- for cosmology through the redshift space distortion measurement 

CAVEAT: 

Original proposal of the FMOS-SSP was a larger survey including both 
galaxy studies and cosmology, but only the cosmology part of the 
original proposal was accepted 
   -- The SSP review is REALLY serious and tough!! 
   -- The review result is not clear at all even for our HSC-SSP case!! 



SSP Reviewing Process	
from Takada-san’s PPT 

 Now we are under this process 



Our SSP Proposal	

Submitted at the end of Oct. 

PI: Miyazaki-san (ATC/NAOJ) 
Co-PI: Iwata-san (Subaru/NAOJ) 

166 members listed 

Note: persons who are not listed 
in this proposal can also join in 
this project later, if the person 
belongs to one of Japanese, 
Princeton, or Taiwan community 
(cf. “collaboration policy” 

Only 30 pages for applying 300 
Subaru nights! 
 supplemental “white paper” 



HSC White Paper	

Released at the end of Oct. 
504 pages in total 

Science chapters: 
   -- cosmology 
   -- clusters of galaxies 
   -- galaxy evolution at mid-z 
   -- high-z galaxies 
   -- AGNs (62 pages!) 
   -- transients (SNe, GRBs, ...) 
   -- solar systems 
   -- MW and local group galaxies   

ULR of this document is given in 
the SSP proposal, as a reference 
for the SSP referees 



HSC-SSP Survey Design	
 Designing “All-Japan” survey 
 In which various sciences should be achievable 
 A large systematic survey that consists of 3 layers 
 300 nights in 5 years (equivalently ~210 clear photo. nights) 
 Proposing to start the survey in S13B (2013.08 ‒ 2014.01) 

 HSC Wide-layer 
    -- 1400 deg2, grizy 5 bands (+UKIDSS/VIKING), i=25.9 
    -- cosmology, clusters of galaxies, dropout AGNs, MW, ... 

 HSC Deep-layer 
    -- 28 deg2, grizy + N387/816/921 + multi wav., i=26.8 
    -- galaxy evolution, transient, variable AGNs, solar system, ... 

 HSC Ultradeep-layer 
    -- 3.5 deg2, grizy + N816/921/101 + multi wav., i=27.4 
    -- very high-z galaxies, reionization, high-z SNe, Ly blob, ... 



Survey Field (HSC Wide Layer)	

Fall Field (~640 deg2): ACT, VIPERS, UKIDSS, WiggleZ, etc. 
Spring Field (~680 deg2): ACT, VIKING/KIDS, GAMA, Herschel, etc. 
North Field (~55 deg2): HectoMAP (r<21.3 spectra) 

~1400 deg2 in total 

from the SSP proposal 



Survey Field (HSC Deep and Ultra-Deep Layers)	

DEEP2-‐3	  field	
no	  map	  (sorry	  for	  this!)	  
famous	  “SSA22”	  included	  
spectroscopic	  dataset	  from	  DEEP2	  	



Filters & Survey Depth	 Recent change: N387, N527, N718 dropped from UD 



Collaboration Policy	
available at the HSC wiki 

“Survey members”: Registered faculties in 
Japanese, Princeton and Taiwanese 
institutes can use the HSC-SSP outcomes 

“JPT fellows/students”: Fellows and 
students in Japanese, Princeton and 
Taiwanese institutes can use the HSC-SSP 
outcomes through survey members 

(How about the case of Nagao??) 

“External collaborators”: Registered 
specific individuals, approved by the EB 
based on the necessity, who join in the 
specific science using the HSC-SSP data 
(cf. Peter Capak’s SPLASH with Spitzer) 

“Announcement of projects”: Any projects 
based on the HSC-SSP data should be 
announced through the HSC web, 
describing the members, scope, timescale, 
and anticipated papers; then the HSC-SSP 
members would contact to the project PI 



Organization Structure	

defined in the HSC collaboration policy document 



AGN Sciences in the HSC-SSP Survey	
 A lot of possibilities, of course! 
   -- color selection, variability selection, multi-wave selection, ... 
   -- QLF, ACF, CCF, ... ( various talks in this meetings!) 
   -- based on 3 layers data (incl. cadence info, multi-wave info, ...) 

 But MORE data are actually needed for AGN sciences 
   -- SPECTRA! 
   -- u-band, IR (Seb’s talk) 
   -- ALMA, JVLA 
   -- Xray, SPITZER, others (to be discussed) 
   -- how to get these data efficiently? 

 Action items & discussion items in this Matsuyama meeting 
   -- sharing various science ideas, possibilities, opportunities 
   -- exploring various collaboration possibilities 
   -- discussing publication plans (specifically “1st-yr sciences” !!) 
   -- also follow-up proposal plans 
   -- starting date; any strong justification for starting in S13B? 


